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mESSaGE FrOm thE PrInCIPaL..

Dear Parents
Every dawn, when we wake up, we pray to God to bless us with a happy day. We desiderate that Almighty should 
bestow all the merriment of the world on us but the fact is that we ourselves are taking our foot back from the 
path of happiness. We are saddled in materialistic pleasure to such an extent that we have forgotten to relish the 
taste of life. We keep on working for our long term goals and do not bother to celebrate the small successes and 
accomplishments of day to day life.
I firmly believe that one should be the captain of his own ship in order to be happy. There should be balance 
between the professional and personal life in order to sail our ship (called as life) smoothly. Maintenance of work-
life balance and spending some quality time with our children will strengthen the emotional bond with them. So 
let’s take a pledge this festive season that apart from our professional duties we shall also give equal priority to 
our family which will not only make us internally happy but also help in spreading happiness in the whole family.

May the festive season illuminate every corner of your life by adding sparkling moments of love, happiness, 
success and joy. Enjoy these special days with your loved ones with full fervor and vehemence. Wish you all  
blissful days ahead!

With Heartfelt Wishes

Rashmi Grover
Principal

Mrs. Rashmi Grover
(Principal)

"HAPPINESS IS A PLACE BETWEEN TOO MUCH AND TOO LITTLE"
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SwarnPraStha ShInES at ISra 2019
3 Cheers For Swarnprastha!!!

We feel extremely overjoyed to announce that Swarnprastha Public School has been ranked 2nd in Sonepat under the  
Co-Educational Day School Category and ranked 25th in Haryana state by The Education World India School Rankings 
2019. The school received the award on 29th September at The Leela Ambience Hotel Gurugram.
ISRA (2019-20) was organized by Education World Magazine — the world’s largest and most in-depth school ratings and 
rankings survey based on field interviews with 12,214 knowledgeable stakeholders in school education countrywide. 
Vice President Mr Amit Saxena and Principal Ms Rashmi Grover were honoured with this award.  It was a moment of great 
ecstasy as the entire journey of Swarnprastha Public School became a success and this award also became a motivation for 
the entire teaching fraternity and the students.

In order to inform the future action plan and discuss different aspects for betterment of the students, our venerated Principal 
Ms Rashmi Grover called all the staff members on 16th August 2019 for a Quarterly Staff Meeting. She mentored the whole 
staff by sharing valuable tips for making study interesting for students. Future strategies and policies for the coming months 
were also discussed. Apart from many other points, special attention was given to discuss the ways of improving students’ 
newspaper reading habits. It was an enlightening session for the teachers.

QUartErLY StaFF mEEtInG 
"Ability is what you’re capable of doing. Motivation determines what you do. Attitude 

determines how well you do it."
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Swarnprastha Public School strongly professes the belief “Leadership is an attitude” and the young, dynamic leaders of 
the School took charge on Investiture ceremony of the School marking the formation of a new senate. The official oath 
taking ceremony took place on August 10 as the School corridors buzzed with enthusiasm and pride. Chairman Mr Roshan 
Aggarwal, President Mr Arun Kedia, Vice President Mr Amit Saxena and Director Mr Anmol Kedia graced the occasion 
with their presence.
112 students were inducted in the ceremony under the categories of Head Boy, Deputy Head Boy, Head Girl, Deputy Head 
Girl, Cultural Secretary, Sports Secretary, Academics Secretary, Editorial Secretary, Discipline Secretary, Environmental 
Secretary, House Captains & their Vice posts, and Prefects for Primary as well as Senior wing. Jaivansh Jaimini and Tanisha 
were appointed as Head Boy and Head Girl of the school respectively. A gala cultural programme was also organized by the 
students of Swarnprastha.
Principal Ms Rashmi Grover congratulated the senate members and wished the Student Council the very best in their 
endeavours in school and in life.

On 15th August 2019, Independence Day was celebrated with great enthusiasm in Swarnprastha Public School. The genesis 
of the function was done with unfurling of the tricolour in the school premises. National Anthem was sung by everyone 
present there. The performance of students in cultural items left an indelible feeling of patriotism in the minds of audience. 
An eloquent inspirational speech by the Principal Ms Rashmi Grover further added fuel to the patriotic ambience of the 
ceremony. Jai Hind!!

InVEStItUrE CErEmOnY 2019-20

InDEPEnDEnCE DaY

CELEbratIOnS
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Swarnprastha Public School celebrated Teachers’ Day with great fun and enthusiasm. A special assembly was conducted 
by the newly appointed School Cabinet on this day. The assembly began with the news followed by the thought and talk 
highlighting the contribution of teachers in a student’s life. September 5 is dedicated to Dr. Sarvepalli Radhakrishnan – 
the second President of India who was a great academic philosopher and one of the most well-known diplomat, scholar, 
President of India and above all a teacher.
Students presented amazing handmade cards and flowers, prepared for this special occasion as their token of love for the 
teachers. The assembly was followed by Teachers’ Day Celebration which included a gala cultural programme. Beautiful 
dances, songs and skits were presented by the students of all classes grouped together for the occasion. The Principal,  
Ms. Rashmi Grover addressed all the teachers with her inspiring words and thanked them for their diligence, sincerity and 
hardwork. In her speech she appreciated the Student Council for their remarkable effort to make the event a great success. 
She told the students that the values they learn from their teachers hold their hand throughout their life, wherever they go 
and whatever profession they choose. 
The celebration was followed by a get-together of teachers. Thereafter teachers indulged in fun filled activities that marked 
the celebration. They sang, danced and played together creating memories to cherish forever. They reveled in the company 
of their fellow teachers, taking pride in their role as teachers who transform lives and create future. The day came to an end 
with the scrumptious lunch hosted by the school.

tEaChErS’ DaY CELEbratIOn 
"A good teacher can inspire hope, ignite imagination and instill love for learning." 
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To develop the spiritual sense amongst children Janmashtami was celebrated on 23rd August 2019. Kids of Pre Nursery-
KG were dressed up as Krishna and Radha. They showed their talent in dance, shlokas and group songs on this auspicious 
occasion. Children were overwhelmed during the celebration.

French language is one of the most popular languages in the world which is not only recognized by the United Nations but 
is also the most sought after foreign language in terms of higher studies and job opportunities.  Language learning is equally 
intrinsic to the expression of culture. Language is the means, by which culture and its traditions and shared values may be 
conveyed and preserved. 
 Keeping up with this ethos, a special assembly on French Day, which is observed every year on 14th July, was conducted 
by the students of SPS on 12th July 2019. The assembly began with the prayer followed by the International, National, 
Sports and Weather news of both, France and India. Students told the audience about the culture of France and the famous 
festivals. The assembly culminated with the speech of Madam Principal Ms. Rashmi Grover who appreciated the students for 
conducting an informative assembly on French Day.

JanmaShtamI CELEbratIOn

FrEnCh DaY

"Let us have love, happiness and laughter in our life with Lord Krishna’s blessings".

"Language is a city to the building of which every human being brought a stone."

SPECIaL aSSEmbLIES
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To commemorate the invention of ‘The Raman Effect’ by the veteran Indian Physicist, Sir Chandrasekhara Venkata Raman, 
National Science Day was celebrated at Swarnprastha Public School with great enthusiasm on 19th July 2019.
Science department of the senior section put up a special assembly on the History and Importance of the National Science 
Day. Students presented an informative skit to depict the importance of Science and how it should be used positively in our 
lives. They also showed that life without Science was impossible for us. 
 Principal Ms Rashmi Grover appreciated the efforts of the students and also dwelled on the importance of this day to the 
students. The assembly culminated with the National Anthem.

To mark the importance of Sanskrit language, the mother of all Indian languages and the first among the ancient languages 
spoken in India, Sanskrit Diwas was celebrated at Swarnprastha Public School on 20th August 2019.
The assembly started with the melodious chanting of hymns in Sanskrit. This was followed by a Shlokas with their explanation 
in Hindi. The assembly concluded with a speech by the Sanskrit teacher in which she described the relevance of Sanskrit 
and its global importance. Principal Ms Rashmi Grover appreciated the efforts of the students for a spectacular assembly 
conducted on the occasion of Sanskrit Diwas.

SCIEnCE DaY

SanSKrIt DIwaS 

"The Science of Today is the Technology of Tomorrow."

lqanj] le>us esa vklku] lkoZHkkSfed :i ls lgerA
lq#fpiw.kZ] fç;] lq[kn] laL—r Hkk"kk dk eèkqj Hkk"k.k u rk svLi"V gS vkSj ugh dfBuA
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On the occasion of National Sports Day, a special assembly was organized by Vishwaas House on 29th August 2019. The day, 
also known as Rashtriya Khel Divas, marks the birth anniversary of Major Dhyan Chand, the legendary hockey player who 
was born on August 29 in the year 1905. Apart from updating the students with latest news and thought for the day, special 
poems were recited to pay tribute to the legendary sportspersons of our country. An informative and persuasive speech by 
the Principal Ms Rashmi Grover made students realize the importance of sports in life.

Literary activities like debates and declamations help children enhance academic research, creativity, expression and 
communication skills. Debate makes students learn the nuances of debating, putting forth their viewpoints confidently and 
gain unparalleled knowledge.
An Inter-House English/Hindi Debate was held in SPS on 17th July 2019 for the classes VI-IX, XI. Two debaters from each 
house debated excellently in favour and against the motion. The audience applauded each one of them as they kept forth their 
arguments with great confidence and aplomb. The contestants were judged on content, expression and fluency.
The Rebuttal round at the end of the competition saw the debaters rising to the challenge to prove their arguments. It was 
an erudite experience for both the participants as well as the other students. Lakshay House lifted the Winner’s Trophy and 
Sankalp House lifted the Runners up Trophy. Principal Ms Rashmi Grover appreciated the oratory skills of the participants 
and congratulated them for their successful participation.

natIOnaL SPOrtS DaY 

INTER-HOUSE ENGLISH/HINDI DEBATE 

"The difference between the impossible and the possible lies in our determination."

"Don't raise your voice, improve your argument."

COmPEtItIOnS
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Making the best out of waste has been a part of human life since the early ages. It was the human creative mind that gave birth 
to this extraordinary idea of using unwanted material in a useful way. In today’s world recycling has a very important place. 
There are a lot of things around that are labelled as dump. But the irony is that most of the dump collected is useful for others, 
if recycled. Hence utilizing the best from unwanted things has become a generic necessity of every human’s life. Keeping the 
same in mind, Intra-Class Best out of Waste Competition was held for the Classes III-IX on 18th July 2019.
This activity helped to enhance not only creativity and presentation skills of the students but also helped them to realize the 
importance of recycling and reusing waste material available to them.
The activity displayed creativity of the students and developed sense of love for environment. 
The Principal, Ms. Rashmi Grover appreciated the imagination of kids and motivated them to reduce the waste to save our 
planet Earth. She also appreciated the ability of the students to think and organize their thoughts to create such beautiful 
items.

Swarnprastha inspires the students to opt for at least one sport with the purpose of making them healthy, disciplined and 
co-operative. It also gives them ample opportunities to hone their skills.
“Happiness is sometimes just the sound of ball”. This quote proved to be appropriate when the aspiring players of SPS 
participated in Inter-House Table Tennis Tournament on 25th-27th July 2019 with great passion and positivity.  The school 
organized Inter-House Table Tennis Tournament for classes VI-IX & XI. The selected students practiced and played the 
matches with great zeal and energy, giving tough competition to their opponents.
The final match (boys’ team) was played between Lakshay House and Prayaas House in which Lakshay House lifted the 
Winners trophy and Prayaas House lifted the Runners-up trophy. Principal Ms Rashmi Grover congratulated the winners for 
their astounding sports spirit and motivated all the students to come forward and participate in such events.

INTRA-CLASS BEST OUT OF WASTE COMPETITION 

INTER-HOUSE TABLE TENNIS CHAMPIONSHIP

"Waste isn’t waste until we waste it."
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To challenge students’ ability to address issues and stimulate discussion on any given topic, Swarnprastha Public School 
organized an Inter-House Hindi/English ‘JAM-Just a Minute’ competition on 21st August 2019 for the students of classes 
VI-XI wherein they were given certain topics on the spot and had to speak on it for a minute. Three students from each 
House participated in Hindi as well as English JAM. They presented themselves confidently without hesitation, repetition, or 
deviation and shared their views very effectively.
Principal Ms Rashmi Grover appreciated the oratory skills, subject knowledge and overall presentation of the students during 
the competition. She emphasized on the fact that it is very important for a person to convey his heart in few words and also 
that in today’s world, one has to be well read to stand out of the rest.
Prayaas House lifted the Winners trophy and Lakshay House lifted the Runners up trophy. 

Inter-House Swimming Competition was organized at Swarnprastha Public  School  on 28th August 2019 for boys and girls 
of classes VI – XII in which  the students from four respective Houses participated with great excitement and zest.  It was a 
display of beautiful athleticism and sportsmanship as swimmers dived into the inviting water and speedily made their way 
through the length of the pool. The clappers and splashes echoed throughout the swimming pool with enthusiastic swimmers 
diving in and climbing out of the pool. The major attraction of the competition was the Principal’s Race where the first 
position holders of all the races competed. There were moments of breath taking sporting ability as some swimmers easily 
outshone the others in the lanes next to them. Principal Ms Rashmi Grover congratulated all the participants for such an 
amazing display of their skill.
Vishwaas House lifted the Winners Trophy and Prayaas House lifted the Runners up Trophy.

INTER-HOUSE HINDI/ENGLISH JAM

INTER-HOUSE SWIMMING COMPETITION 

"Communication works for those who work at it."

"Win if you can, lose if you must, but never quit!"
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The Final cricket world cup match of 2019 was one of the most interesting matches in the history of cricket world and 
almost similar enthralling was the experience of the audience who were watching the Group Singing Competition held 
in Swarnprastha Public School on 24th July 2019. Students of Class III-V sang such mellifluous motivational songs, that 
it left the audience spell bound. It was really an arduous task for the judges to decide the winners because of the splendid 
performance displayed by all the groups. 
Principal Ms. Rashmi Grover motivated the winners and felicitated them with certificates and trophies. 

In order to pay tribute to our freedom fighters, Swarnprastha Public School organized a Role Play competition amongst the 
students wherein 24 students enacted great freedom fighters like Subhash Chandra Bose and Mangal Pandey on the stage. 
The astounding performance of the students of classes III to V left an impeccable impression on the spectators. All the 
participants exhibited their best performance. Principal Ms Rashmi Grover motivated the winners by distributing accolades 
to the best performers.

INTER-HOUSE GROUP SINGING COMPETITION

rOLE PLaY COmPEtItIOn 

"Music is a piece of art that goes in the ears, straight to the heart."
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Reading is a way to expand our horizon, open our eyes and fill up our heart with enormous feelings and imagination. So, 
in order to boost the creativity of our young minds, Swarnprastha Public School held Intra Class Reading Competition 
on 22nd August 2019, wherein students of classes III-V displayed their reading skills enthusiastically, as they gave 
wonderful expressions with correct pronunciation. They also maintained the fluency while reading the content. Reading 
material was selected from different story books in such a manner that the difficulty level was same for all the participants.  
Principal Ms Rashmi Grover encouraged the children by giving gold and silver cards to the winners.

A splendid dance performance was displayed by the students of Swarnprastha Public School during the Inter House Dance 
Competition held on 28th August 2019. Every house chose its inimitable theme like ‘Say No to Plastic’, ‘Raas’ by Lord 
Krishna and Gopis and ‘Nari Shakti’.  All the participants performed according to their selected themes. Every student did 
a commendable job but few students performed exceptionally well even though the preparation time was short. They were 
applauded and motivated by the kingpin of our school, Principal ma’am Ms. Rashmi Grover.

INTRA-CLASS READING COMPETITION

 INTER-HOUSE GROUP DANCE COMPETITION

"Reading is to the mind; what exercise is to the body."

"Dancing with the feet is one thing, but dancing with the heart is another."
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Reading through books is not the only medium of learning but fun filled activities and competitions enhance the learning 
process. Keeping this in mind, Intra Class Hindi Recitation Competition was organized for the children of class I & II on 
23rd August 2019. They came up with different poems like ‘Meri Maa, Phool, Swachhta, Mera Bharat Mahan’ etc. and recited 
them with great zeal and enthusiasm. It was a very enriching experience for the spectators and enjoyable experience for the 
participants. Their performances were highly appreciated and applauded by all.

Swarnprastha feels on the top of the world as 375 students participated in Hindi Rashtrabhasha Exam in the year 2018-19 
and qualified it with flying colours. 7 students performed exceptionally well in this exam and were awarded with gold medals 
by the department. Principal Ms.Rashmi Grover honoured the students with gold medals. The names of the students are as 
follows:

Kabir    Class II   Arnav Girdhar  Class VI  Nidhi Class X
Jasmine    Class III   Prachi Kathuria  Class VIII
Manavi Vashisht Class   IV   Radhika Khatri  Class IX

INTRA-CLASS HINDI RECITATION COMPETITION

PrIZE DIStrIbUtIOn- hInDI raShtrabhaSha EXam

"Poetry is the rhythmical creation of beauty in words."

Success comes to those who strive hard for it!
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It is a moment of great pride for Swarnprastha Public School to announce the achievement of a student of class VIII, Mansi 
Tushir who participated in SGFI Haryana State Roller Skating Championship held at Saint Theresa Convent School, Karnal, 
from 24-27 August 2019. Mansi won :
1 Gold Medal in 1000 mtr in Rink Race
1 Silver Medal in 2000 mtr in Road Race
1 Silver Medal in 500 mtr in Road Race
She has been selected for the National Level School Games which are to be held at Karnatka in December 2019.The school 
Management and the Principal congratulated the parents and teachers for this great achievement of Mansi.

SwarnPraStha PrIDES wIth GLOrY
The little wonder of SPS makes her mark in SGFI 

Haryana State Roller Skating Championship!!

To honour the outstanding efforts of students who stand out from the rest in Swarnprastha for their excellence in academics, 
punctuality of work, attendance and conduct in the school, students were titled as the Face of the Month. In addition, 
teachers were also awarded with the title for their dedication and devotion towards their duties.
Principal Ms Rashmi Grover honoured the winners with certificates during the assembly. She congratulated the awardees for 
their sincerity and hardwork.

FaCE OF thE mOnth
July & August (Seniors)
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Swarnprasthians always stand out from the rest, be it academics, cultural activities or sports. Over the years, Swarnprastha 
Public School has produced a number of superb students, who in the future will take the status of the school to new heights. 
In order to award our students for their stunning performance in academics, punctuality of work, attendance and conduct in 
the class, children of Classes III to V were titled as the Face of the Month. In addition, primary teachers were also awarded 
with the title for their dedication and devotion towards their duties. Above all, even the contribution of group D employees 
was appreciated and accolades were given to them.
The Principal Ms Rashmi Grover honoured the winners with certificates during the assembly.

On 31stAugust 2019 , Science and Mathematics exhibition was held at SPS wherein students of classes VI-IX showcased 
working models of electricity,  magnetism, biogas, light, water alarm, WWTP etc. In order to enhance the knowledge and to 
provide every minute detail about working model, models were displayed.
This exhibition was appreciated by all the spectators.  Principal Ms Rashmi Grover said, “This exhibition is a platform for 
students to present their new ideas, to build confidence and learn from each other and to find out original thinkers.” She 
congratulated the students and teachers for the great effort.

FaCE OF thE mOnth

SCIEnCE & mathEmatICS EXhIbItIOn

July & August (Juniors)

"If you are sensitive towards your surrounding and identify the real problems of it, fruitful 
innovations come up naturally."
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A one hour career guidance session in the field of Aeronautical Engineering was held on Tuesday, 9th October 2019 for the 
Science students of classes XI and XII  by the Indian Institute of Aircraft Engineering (Ministry of Civil Aviation) and IIT, 
Kharagpur.
Speaker Mr Ravi Prakash Kale explained the career options in the above said field. IIAE and IIT invited our students and 
faculty to participate in National Aviation Tech Fest-2019 on 28, December 2019. The students found the session very 
fulfilling and satisfying.

Swarnprastha welcomes luminaries from various walks of life to visit the school and share their talent and expertise for 
the holistic development of the students. On Wednesday, 14th August 2019, a special workshop on career counselling was 
organised for students of classes X to XII to dispel the doubts students had regarding foreign education. The resource person 
for the session was Mr. Arun, He is an MBS in Marketing and Information Technology and is currently the City Business and 
Operations Head for Delhi/NCR for JAMBOREE INDIA. Jamboree is a premium careers advisory organisation that helps 
aspiring students to get into top foreign universities globally and in the process, help them to accomplish their career goals.  
 Madam Principal Ms. Rashmi Grover motivated young minds with her inspiring words. During this workshop resource 
person provided a global perspective to the students. He used a power point presentation to highlight the benefits of 
education abroad. He also explained the current scenario of student exchange programmes and employment opportunities. 
The students were also made aware of the lucrative scholarships offered by various universities. He suggested that the best 
countries for availing these opportunities are the USA, UK and Singapore. The workshop concluded with an interactive 
session of the students with the delegates.

CarEEr GUIDanCE SESSIOn bY IIaE anD IIt

wOrKShOP On CarEEr COUnSELLInG bY 
JambOrEE InDIa
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On the auspicious occasion of Raksha Bandhan, Swarnprastha Public School organized a unique Rakhi making activity in 
the school on 13th August 2019. All the children from classes III-V participated in the event. We were stunned to see the 
jaw-dropping talent of our students as children exhibited their hidden talent by making stupendous rakhis in this activity. 
Principal Ms. Rashmi Grover applauded the students for their creativity which motivated the students and brought a big 
smile on their faces. Everybody present there had word of praise for the best performers.

The school organized a trip to church for the students of class II on 12th July 2019. The children were fascinated to see the 
statue of ‘Jesus Christ’. The students learnt many aspects of the Church. Children also sung hymns and prayed in front of 
‘Jesus Christ’ and ‘Mother Mary’. Students were told about Christianity, their beliefs, their festival and their holy book. 
Students really enjoyed the visit to Church. Apart from the spiritual nourishment, they gained valuable insight into Christian 
history and beliefs.

raKhI maKInG aCtIVItY 

VISIt tO a ChUrCh
"God is everywhere, so pray anywhere."

CrEatIVE hanDS

VISItS
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To develop the sense of spirituality, students of Pre Nursery and Class - l were taken to Ardhnarishwar temple on 26th July & 
22nd August 2019 respectively, where priest of the temple put tilak on their foreheads. Children saw different idols of God 
and Goddess. They prayed to God for their good life. Prasad as blessings was given by the priest of the temple.

Learning is not confined in the four walls. Experiential learning makes us a practical learner. Keeping this in mind, Gurudwara 
visit was organized for class KG on 27th September 2019. An excited bunch of tiny tots showed curiosity to visit the holy 
place. They learnt about ‘Darbar Sahib’ and ‘Guru Granth Sahib’. Before leaving the Gurudwara they enjoyed Kada Prasad. 
Apart from spiritual nourishment, they gained valuable insight for their holistic growth.

VISIt tO arDhnarIShwar tEmPLE

VISIt tO a GUrUDwara 

"The blessings of the God are priceless."

"Child is like a blank slate. So, write something valuable that helps in their holistic growth."
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For the holistic development of children, it is important to develop them spiritually as well. Therefore, a visit to Baba Dham 
Temple was planned for tiny tots of Nursery on 30th August 2019. Children chanted holy hymns with panditji and got 
blessings in the form of prasad .They were fascinated by seeing huge idols of Gods and Goddesses .The most thrilling part of 
the visit was when kids went through a holy cave. It was really a fun-packed and spiritual visit. 

On 3rd August 2019, students of Class II got an insight of famous Historical monuments through the models of India Gate, 
Red Fort, Lotus Temple etc. There was a discussion with students on these and they got a lot of information about them. 
Students were very interactive during the discussion.

VISIt tO baba Dham tEmPLE

DILLI KI ImaratO KE mODEL

"Children are like wet cement, whatever falls on them makes an impression."

"Monuments are the grappling irons that bind one generation to another."

PLaYFUL aCtIVItIES
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Free play with Rangometry activity was conducted for class Nursery on 9th July 2019. Children made beautiful things out of 
pieces of different shapes and colours using their creativity and imagination. It was really a funfilled and fruitful activity. The 
idea behind this activity was to give a kick start to their creative minds.

The activity based learning plays a key role in developing the critical and creative minds of students. For the same purpose, 
an activity ‘Matching of letters with Pictures’ was taken for class Pre Nursery on 30th July 2019. Two bowls were placed on 
the table. One bowl contained cards of letters and in another were placed the picture cards. Students were given instruction 
to pick a letter card and then pick a related picture card. This activity helped the learners to enjoy and learn in a relaxed 
environment.

FrEE PLaY wIth ranGOmEtrY

matChInG OF LEttErS wIth PICtUrES

"Play gives children a chance to practice what they are learning."

"The alphabet is building block of literacy."
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Parties make us feel fresh and rejuvenated. It was the turn of blue colour. On 19th July 2019, students of Pre-Nursery walked 
to the class wearing different shades of blue, fully excited to join the activities of the day. Sorting blue blocks was thrilling as 
each child wanted to showcase his/her energy level. Tearing and pasting was little tricky and sticky. Dance and music were 
given equal weightage. Carrying blue craft, students proceeded for home.

Young minds can think new and big. Keeping this in mind clay modelling activity for Nursery and KG was organized on 12th 
July 2019. Students made different objects like sun, flower, ladybug, etc. and displayed them with pride. The motive behind 
this activity was to enhance their creativity, eye-hand coordination and fine motor skills. 

bLUE COLOUr PartY

CLaY mODELLInG 

"I am the ocean,
I am the sea,

There is a blue world inside of me."

"Imagination is the biggest source of creativity."
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COttOn DabbInG

hIDE anD SEEK OF LEttErS

"Please don’t rush me to write. I will soon enough, but right now there are so many more 
important things for my hands to do."

"Fun learning is the best form of learning."

Cotton Dabbing Activity was conducted on 18th July 2019 for the students of Nursery. Children were fully engaged 
throughout the activity. It helped to develop eye-hand coordination and fine motor skills. They felt the texture of cotton and 
realized the effect of dabbing on a paper. Students were full of zeal and excitement.

Activity-‘Hide and Seek of letters’ was organized on 25th July 2019 for Nursery to give emphasis on play way method of 
learning. In the classroom, English letters were hidden at different places and children were supposed to search a particular 
letter and speak it loudly along with the sound .Children felt amazed after finding the letter and enjoyed speaking it loudly. 
It was really a fun filled learning activity.
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PaStInG EYES On SmILEY (nUmbEr 2)

JUmP anD wIn

"Everything around you is - numbers."

"Play is our brain's favourite way of learning."

Numbers play a vital role in our day-to-day life. Number one is followed by number two. To make number two feel special 
and memorable, an activity was conducted in Pre Nursery on 16th July 2019 inside the class. Each student was provided with 
a paper smiley. All that they had to do was to paste two eyes to give it a good look. This activity added to the development of 
fine motor skills.

'Jump and win' activity was organized for KG class on 22nd July 2019. In this activity flash cards of sight words were pasted 
on the floor. Students threw the dice and jumped beside the cards as per the number on the dice. Then they read the word 
written on the card. In this way, they enjoyed reading as well as playing.
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bIrthDaY CaP maKInG

 IntrODUCtIOn OF mUSICaL InStrUmEntS

"Do small things in a great way."

"The true beauty of music is that it connects people."

Birthdays are celebrated to cherish the love you share with your family and friends. The more you praise and celebrate your 
life, the more there is in life to celebrate. 
Birthday is a special day to generate the feeling of celebration. Children of Class- l were assisted to make birthday caps and 
encouraged to use the new vocabulary taught in the class on 17th July 2019. They carried it home as a craft for the day. They 
enjoyed this activity to the fullest and wished to wear the same on their birthday. 

Music is like a friend. On 29th July 2019, students of Class-l were taken to the music room to show variety of musical 
instruments like: Casio, Tabla, Harmonium, Synthesizer, Guitar, Drums, Flute etc. Children participated with full zest and 
zeal and were extremely excited while holding those instruments and making sounds out of them.
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 LEt’S bE PUnCtUaL

PaPEr bOat maKInG

It's about time to learn about time!

"Learning by doing lasts longer."

Time plays a vital role in everyone’s life. It tells us to do each work on time. However, an activity was planned for Class - l on 
22nd July 2019 to make our toddlers punctual. They were told about clock, its numbers and hands which tells us about hours, 
minutes and seconds. Our students interacted and learnt about the time. They were able to show the time on the hand-made 
clock. They were full of joy while doing this activity.

Paper folding is one of the funfilled activities students love to perform. It enhances the development of fine motor skills, in 
addition to hand eye coordination. On 10th July 2019, square shaped papers were given to students of Pre Nursery to fold 
and transform into paper boats. Each student displayed a contented feeling as it boosted their confidence.
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LEt’S LEarn tO rEaD tImE

DIVE anD FInD mE OUt

"One must work with time and not against it."

"The only way to learn mathematics is to do mathematics."

Telling time is a tricky business, especially for kids. On 25th July 2019, children of Class II enjoyed learning how to read time 
with the help of a model clock. They appreciated this fun activity and were able to set needles according to the given time.

Wherever there is number, there is beauty. Just like everything in the world, numbers too have number names. To make the 
concept of number names strong, class KG organized an activity ‘’Dive and find me out’’ on 5th August 2019. In this activity, 
colourful fishes with numerals written on it were hung and flashcards of number names were lying in the pool. Each child 
helped the numeral fish to reach its matching number names. Children were delighted to do this activity. They learnt a lot 
through this activity.
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baLanCInG

POEm wrItInG

"The Development of the mind comes through movement."

"If you truly love nature, you will find beauty everywhere."

Balance is the ability to stay upright or stay in control of body movement. Having good balancing skills increases children’s 
confidence in gross motor activities (e.g. playing on the playground, running, jumping), increase their ability and confidence 
to engage in varied activities, and promote fine motor skills (e.g. writing, drawing and cutting). Keeping this in mind, a 
balancing activity was taken by class Nursery to develop gross motor skills of the tiny tots on 8th August 2019. Children were 
excited and fully involved during the activity.

To inculcate the value and beauty of nature, children of Class I learnt and recited beautiful poems on the theme Garden on 
8th August 2019. Children were told to write the same in a beautiful hand on designer sheets and also did colouring in the 
pictures related to the nature. Children finally pasted the coloured pictures in their sheets.
Children were very excited while writing, colouring and discussing about flowers, trees, grass and birds in the garden.
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ShabDOn KI maLa

FUn wIth ShaPES (ranGOmEtrY)

"Mistakes are proof that you are trying."

“Nothing in this world exists without a pattern or a shape.”

Children of Class II enriched their vocabulary in Hindi by creating different ‘Shabd Ladis’ on 27th August 2019. All the 
children were given a word with which they had to make word chains/shabd Ladi using the last letter of the given word. They 
wrote the words on different cutouts and made beautiful and colourful shabdmalas and wore them happily.

The tree, the sun, the mountains, houses, boats are all following patterns of mathematical shapes. The innovation and creativity 
of the students of Class II was on full swing when they were given rangometry kits to have fun on 28th August 2019. They 
created colourful and beautiful pictures or scenes using their imaginative skills.
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OrDErInG thE nUmbErS

raIn DanCE PartY

"Maths is not a problem to be solved but a number to be enjoyed."

"Let’s dance in the Rain."

A fun activity –Ordering the numbers was taken in Class I on 20th August 2019.  In this activity, flash cards of 0-9 were 
given to children and they were told to arrange them in ascending order. It was a fun based activity which left a mark of an 
experiential learning in their tiny minds.

To beat the heat of the summer a ‘Rain Dance Party’ was organized especially for the pre-primary section on 22nd August 
2019. Children were introduced to the monsoon season and the best practices that go along with it. The sprinklers were 
installed to produce artificial rain so as to give the kids a real feel of the monsoon!
Children enjoyed themselves thoroughly and experienced the joy of splashing about in the puddles, having fun in the rain. 
All the tiny tots were looking winsome in their swimming costumes with their colourful umbrellas. The little rock stars of 
Pre-Primary danced to the thrilling music which infused the atmosphere with energy and fun.
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raKhI maKInG

arranGInG LEttErS In SEQUEnCE

"Brothers and sisters bond is always precious and timeless."
The auspicious day of Raksha Bandhan was celebrated at Swarnprastha Public School by organizing Rakhi making activity 
for Classes I and II on 9th August 2019. All the children participated in this activity, which was aimed at strengthening the 
bond of love and harmony among young and growing Swarnprasthians. Children participated with great zeal and zest. A 
number of creative and colourful Rakhis were made by the students.

Activity based learning is the process of learning by doing. Activity-based learning encourages students to actively participate. 
Arranging letters in sequence was the activity for the day. Each student of Pre Nursery got an opportunity to display his/her 
knowledge related to letters taught in the class on 27th August 2019. Overall, it was a day of learning with fun. 
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 StOrY tELLInG

FLamELESS COOKInG

"Story telling is an integral part of our childhood."

"No one is born a great cook, one learns by doing."

Story telling gives wings to our imagination and takes us into the land of fairies, dragons and wishing trees. Stories function 
as a tool to pass on knowledge in a social context. Keeping all this in mind, story telling activity was organized on 20th 
September 2019 for Pre-Nursery and Nursery children. They enjoyed the dramatization of 'The monkey and the cap seller' 
by their teachers. Different puppets and props were used while narrating story to incite happiness, sadness and curiosity in 
our tiny tots. Sound effects made the kids more excited and overwhelmed.

Cooking is an art and an essential part of day to day life. To teach this art to children an activity ‘Flameless Cooking’ was 
organized on 24th September 2019 for Class I. Children brought packs of Monaco biscuits, cheese cubes and different 
sauces. After observing the teacher, students gained enough confidence and started the activity with full zeal. They enjoyed 
and relished scrumptious snacks made by them.
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PLant a SaPLInG

TOUCH-FEEL-TELL (HOT WATER AND COLD WATER)

"If you cut a tree, you kill a life ; If you save a tree, you save a life ; 
If you plant a tree, you plant a life."

"The hand is the chief teacher of the child."

Saving earth is not a one day process; each day should be celebrated as Earth day. To make the children realize that trees 
are our lifeline, ‘Plant a Sapling’ activity was conducted for Class II on 24th September 2019 through which they stepped 
towards the clean and pure future. They planted saplings with their class tags and resolved to take care of the trees and the 
mother earth. Through this activity, they learnt the importance of taking care while observing their growth. The activity 
ended with the message that “Plant a tree and add a new friend in your life.”

To teach the sense of touch of hot and cold, an activity was conducted for Pre Nursery on 25th September 2019. Two 
transparent bottles, one filled with luke warm water and the other contained cold water was used. Each student got the chance 
to touch, feel and express. This activity helped in teaching the students about difference in temperature.
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SPrInt raCE (OrDInaLS)

VIShEShan thaILa

"Everything around you is mathematics, everything around you is a number."

"Qualities define a person or things."

Ordinals attribute to a position or place of an object's standing. They are written as first, second, third, or in numerals, as 1st, 
2nd, and 3rd, etc. To give our students practical knowledge and usage of ordinals, sprint race was conducted for class KG on 
3rd September 2019. Children stood on the tracks and ran fast. Positions were given to the winners. This activity was not 
only fun filled but also helped in clearing the concept of ordinals.

To make children learn the topic -VISHESHAN better, a fun based activity was introduced to Class-ll on 20th September 
2019, in which students were asked to take out an object from the ”Visheshan Thaila” , observe it and tell its qualities 
(Visheshta). All the students performed the activity and sang the Visheshan song. It was a fun and frolic activity.
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GanIt maLa

SESSIOn On GOOD tOUCh anD baD tOUCh

"Mathematics is not dull and dry. Let’s give it a try."

"Touch is a feeling of love, care and affection.
But at the same time, it can also be a feeling of fear, discomfort and distress."

Using real objects is always a great way to connect mathematics to real life. Ganitmala is a great way to enrich students’ 
understanding of this operation and to present them with different methods of solving the same problem. The activity 
with Ganitmala was conducted in class KG on 17th September 2019 to clear the concept of tens and also to improve their 
mathematical skills. Every child got the chance to make the sets of tens by using beads. It was very useful and funfilled activity.

As you all know, in today's time, we hear a lot about child abuse. So it's high time to teach young children about ‘Good 
touch and bad touch’. Considering this as a warning issue, an activity was conducted for the toddlers of Pre-Primary classes 
on 12th August 2019 wherein the children were told about the difference between bad touch and any other uncomfortable 
behaviour shown by others.
The children were also made to learn the helpline extension 1098. Animated videos, pictures and role play by teachers, were 
used as an effective measure to spread the awareness. It proved to be a fruitful activity where children took part enthusiastically 
and learned how to deal with such situations without having any anxiety.
Children were trained to say NO if someone touches in a way that you do not like. It’s your body and no one can touch in a 
way that you do not like or that makes you uncomfortable.
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SaY hELLO tO VEGIES

banana PEELInG

 "Health requires healthy food."

"The best way of learning about anything is by doing."

Good nutrition is an important part of a healthy life. Eating healthy food promotes good health and can help to reduce the 
risk of diseases. A skit on healthy vs. junk food was presented by students of Class KG on 24th September 2019.Through the 
skit, they  tried to spread the message that in order to keep our body fit and fine, we must eat healthy food like grains, fruits, 
vegetables etc. and should also avoid eating junk food. Junk food which is rich in calories, fat, sugar and salt is much yummier 
and easier to prepare than healthy food but it makes us lazy and unhealthy. The day ended with a big smile on their faces as 
they promised not to eat junk food.

Practical life work is one of the most important aspects of the Montessori Method. It helps in concentration, coordination, 
dexterity and to be independent. Activity ‘Peeling of banana’ was conducted for class Pre Nursery and Nursery on 30th  
September 2019. Peeling bananas with the little fingers was a great practical life activity for toddlers. Besides being practical 
at life work, it is excellent for fine motor skills and sensorial exploration too. Tiny tots worked hard to enjoy the fruit of their 
labour and showed willingness to do the same activity at home also. 
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VaChan baDLO

raIn OF LEttErS

"I hear and I forget, I see and I remember, I do and I understand."

"Rain is fun for all ages but it would be more interesting 
to see when the letters are raining."

In order to teach the concept of vachan badlo, children of class l were given pictorial flash cards of ekvachan and bahuvachan 
on 26th  September 2019. They were told to find out the pairs of the same. For instance: taara (*)-taare (***). Conceptual 
rhyme related to the topic was also recited by young minds.
Children were exhilarated and excited throughout the activity as it brought maximum learning to the tiny minds.

Play gives children a chance to practice what they are learning. Considering this, ‘Rain of letters’ activity was conducted for 
Class Nursery on 26th  September 2019. In this activity, an umbrella was used in which small cards of letters were placed 
for the rain of letters. As the teacher opened an umbrella the letters started falling like rain drops. It was really a beguiling 
activity wherein children had fun time in picking up the letter cards from the floor and speaking their sounds and vocabulary. 
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mESSaGE FrOm thE EDItOrIaL bOarD
"Be ready to come out of your comfort zone."

What holds us back from our goals is fear. It is common among us. When too much fear gets in the way, we end up doing 
nothing. Fear stems from the lack of confidence and irrational thinking. You have to understand that fear of what might come 
does not increase your chances at succeeding. Sometimes, we are afraid to take risks because we think the odds are against us. 
We become so consumed by fear to the degree that we become irrational. To come out of our comfort zone is to have courage. 
Courage, one must remember, is not the absence of fear but acting despite the fears. While we cannot dismiss fear totally, we 
can increase our chances of winning by being rational in dealing with our circumstances as they are in the present moment. 
They say it is all in the mind. So, brave the fear and come out as a strong individual.
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